GNSO – Paris 2008

- **Whois**: sent request to group to clarify hypotheses in requested studies – group is open – report to Council in 6 weeks
- **GNSO “improvements” Top Level Plan**: tabled until next meeting. Waiting for end of formal comment period on Top Level Plan and Board decision on GNSO “Improvements”
- **IDNC**: upcoming meeting with ccNSO Council to discuss issues of common interest. Working on response to Fast Track proposal.
- **Inter Registrar Transfer PDP on Denial Definitions**: completed definitions sent to comment, other definitions moved to a future PDP effort dealing with related policy issues.
- **Inter Registrar Transfer PDP – Part A**: PDP approved on sharing of email data, email authentication and partial bulk transfers. Open WG approved, charter pending
- **Fast Flux PDP**: Open WG established - Mike O'Connor to chair.
- **Front Running Investigation**: On hold until after other investigations currently underway are completed. Also waiting until after the effect of AGP changes are measured.
- **Policy Strategy for 2009**: Began process to develop a plan